Information about Lexile Levels

A popular method used by schools to measure a student reader’s ability is Lexile level or a Lexile Measure. A Lexile measure is a valuable tool for teachers, parents, and students. It serves two unique functions: it is the measure of how difficult a text is OR a student’s reading ability level. The Lexile Framework was developed by MetaMetrics®, an educational assessment and research team, funded originally by the National Institute of Child Health and Human Development.

How It Works
A student receives his or her Lexile measure from one of two ways: taking a school-administered SRI (Scholastic Reading Inventory) test, which is specifically designed to measure Lexile or reading ability OR by taking a standardized reading test which converts the reader’s results to a Lexile measure. The Newton County School System uses STAR, Renaissance Learning. If a student gets a 550L then he or she is a 550 level Lexile reader. 550L is the measure of his or her readability level. It is important to note it is never called a score! This encourages student achievement.

Determining Your Child’s Lexile Level

The Lexile level will always be shown as a number with an “L” after it — for example 770L = 770 Lexile. The higher the Lexile measure, the higher the student’s reading level. The reader’s Lexile Framework works in intervals of five with 5L being the lowest. The highest possible measure is 2000L. Anything below 5L is assessed as a BR or Beginning Reader. The BR Levels would be like the negative numbers on a thermometer.

Determining a Book’s Lexile Level

A book’s Lexile measure is analyzed by MetaMetrics®. After a text is assessed, it is given a measure like that of a student’s readability level, 600L for example. In this measure, MetaMetrics® is assessing the text’s difficulty level. A book or magazine at a 500L has a Lexile Level of 500. MetaMetrics® predicts and assesses how difficult a text will be for a reader to comprehend. The two main criteria it tests are word frequency and sentence strength. A text’s Lexile Framework works in increments of 10 with 10L being the lowest. Measures below 10L are classified as BR or Beginning Reader.
Lexile Levels in Practice
The ideal for both reader and text is to match both their assessed Lexile measure. For example a book or magazine with a 770L and a reader assessed at a Lexile level of 770. The reading levels per classroom are wide-ranging and varied. There are many factors that go into matching a student to his or her ideal text. The Lexile Framework is a good place to start in picking the right book at the right Lexile level as it targets areas in need of intervention and encourages achievement across grade levels and curricula.

How to Find Books on Your Child's Lexile Level
Lexile levels are scientifically and mathematically assigned based on the difficulty and readability of a book. Once you know your child’s Lexile level, you can search for books that match this level to expand your home library and encourage daily reading practice in your own home. Use the Lexile database at https://lexile.com/ to search by Lexile level, title, or subject to find books your child will enjoy and be able to read without becoming discouraged at his or her reading achievement. This website will also provide more information about Lexiles.

What are the reading demands of the post-secondary world according to Lexile Measures?

**Median Text Measures (Williamson, 2004):**

- 11th/12th grade (LA/SS textbooks): 1090L
- GED Test Materials: 1060L
- SAT/ACT Test Materials: 1180L
- Military (training/field manuals): 1180L
- Citizenship (newspapers, voting, jury): 1230L
- Workplace (Daggett study materials): 1260L
- Postsecondary - first two yrs. (textbooks): 1355L
- University: 1395L
- Community College: 1295L

**Newspapers (Daggett, 2003):**

- USA Today: 1200L
- Associated Press: 1310L
- Chicago Tribune: 1310L
- Wall Street Journal: 1320L
- Washington Post: 1350L
- NY Times: 1380L

**Personal Reading - Citizen Reading Materials (Williamson, 2004):**

- CD-DVD Player Instructions: 1080L
- GM Protection Plan: 1150L
- Microsoft Windows User Manual: 1150L
- Installing Your Child Safety Seat: 1170L
- Federal Tax Form W-4: 1260L
- Application for Student Loan: 1270L
- Medical Insurance Benefit Package: 1280L
- Aetna Health Care Discount Form: 1360L

**Entry-level Occupational Reading Materials - Career Clusters (Daggett, 2003):**

- Agriculture/Natural resources: 1270-1510L
- Architecture/Construction: 1210-1340L
- Arts/AV Technology/Communications: 1100-1190L
- Business and Administration: 1210 – 1310L
- Education and Training: 1320-1370L
- Health Science: 1260-1300L
- Hospitality and Tourism: 1250-1260L
- Human Services: 1050-1200L
- Law and Public Safety: 1420-1740L
- Manufacturing: 1200-1310L
- Retail/Wholesale Sales and Service: 1180-1270L
- Scientific Research/Engineering: 1190-1250L
- Transportation, Distribution and Logistics: 1170-1350L

Name: ______________________

In an effort to continue our high expectations of students and have them on the path for College and Career Readiness, students should achieve the high end of the Lexile band for their grade level by the end of the year.

Your child’s goal for the end of this school year is ___________.

Your child’s Lexile is ___________.

---

"Stretch" Text Measures
25th percentile to 75th percentile (IQR)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade 1</th>
<th>190L to 530L</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grade 2</td>
<td>420L to 630L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade 3</td>
<td>520L to 820L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade 4</td>
<td>740L to 940L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade 5</td>
<td>830L to 1010L</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>